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A ground-breaking work of nation building, this unique biographical book by many of English and
French Canada's best-known writers and thinkers -- Margaret Atwood, Lucien Bouchard, Dr.
Samantha Nutt, Ken Dryden, etc. -- tells the story of the extraordinary legacy of the French
contribution to our very way of life.In 1913, schoolgirls found a heavy metal plaque peeking out
of the soil in St-Pierre, South Dakota. On it they saw engraved characters and signs they could
not decipher. They took the plaque back home, and somehow, it found its way into the hands of
a local historian who immediately realized the importance of the artifact. One hundred and
seventy years earlier, French-Canadian explorer Pierre Gaultier de la Vérendrye had written
about his travels to the west in search of the elusive "Western Sea." In his journal, he
remembered: "I placed upon a hillock near the fort a lead plaque with the arms and inscription of
the King." That was the plaque found by the children, the proof that de la Vérendrye was the first
white man to set eyes on the Rockies, 60 years before Lewis and Clark's famous expedition.
Traces of the French-Canadians' contribution to North American history can be found in all
regions of the continent. More often than not, we are unaware of or indifferent towards these
signs. Yet the descendants of the French travelled farther than one would expect, exploring the
land and a wide variety of fields of human activity (science, arts, economy, etc.). Through their
audacity, their courage and their determination, they shaped Canada -- and, to a smaller but still
significant extent -- the United States. In a unique partnership with Les Éditions La Presse,
Legacy is the story of a dozen French-Canadian pioneers, from the era of Nouvelle-France up to
the 20th century. This ambitious book project will take the form of a series of biographical essays
written by Canadian personalities and leading authors. Through the lives of these extraordinary
persons, the authors will reflect on the French-Canadian legacy. They are all convinced that
Canada would not be what it is today were it not for these French-speaking Canadians who
explored the land, hung on to their culture while respecting that of others, longed for peace,
fought with courage, and stood up for a brand of humanism that helped shape the country we
live in today.
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ANDRÉ PRATTEFOREWORDON FEBRUARY 16, 1913, schoolchildren playing on bluffs near
Fort Pierre, South Dakota, made a remarkable discovery. Protruding from the ground, under a
fine dusting of snow, was a very old piece of metal. It had words engraved on either side. Words
that they couldn’t understand.For nearly two hundred years, the work of the early-eighteenth-
century explorer Pierre Gaultier de Varennes et de La Vérendrye and his sons had remained
unknown to historians. Many doubted the claims that their travels west of Lake Superior had
taken them as far as the Rocky Mountains. And besides, the explorers had failed in their
mission, since they never found the passage leading to the fabled Western Sea.Some, though,



were convinced that the La Vérendryes deserved recognition as the first white men to have seen
the great plains of central North America—and indeed they had dedicated a dozen years of their
lives to exploring the region and forging relationships with the Indigenous peoples who had lived
there for centuries. One such historian, Doane Robinson, wrote in his 1904 History of South
Dakota that one of La Vérendrye’s sons, Louis-Joseph, made a journal entry noting that in 1743
he had placed a lead plaque engraved with the name of King Louis XV in a spot that in all
likelihood was located in South Dakota.The youngsters playing at Fort Pierre 170 years later
knew nothing of the La Vérendryes. But the adults with whom they shared their discovery
decided to contact the local historian—none other than Robinson. He immediately grasped that
the hunk of metal the children had found might be the plaque left by Louis-Joseph de La
Vérendrye. Once he saw the inscriptions, there was no doubt. Engraved in Latin on the obverse
side, before the party had set out from Quebec City, were the wordsAnno XXVI regni Ludovici xv
ProregeIllustrissimo Domino Domino MarchioneDe Beauharnois M D CC XXXXIPetrus Gaultier
de Lavérendrie Posvit(“In the twenty-sixth year of the reign of Louis XV, Pierre Gaultier de la
Vérendrye, acting on behalf of the Marquis de Beauharnois, deposited this plate in 1741 in the
name of our most illustrious sovereign, the King”)On the reverse, added on site in French, were
the names of the members of that leg of the expedition, which had led them to the foothills of the
Rockies.There was no longer any question as to the routes that the La Vérendryes claimed to
have taken. And since 1913, their names have been celebrated along with those of the other
great explorers of the Americas.As with any science, so it is with history: our knowledge must
evolve as new discoveries come to light. In the case of Pierre Gaultier de La Vérendrye, though,
some confusion persists. He is often spoken of as a “French explorer.” For example, the U.S.
National Parks Service’s webpage dedicated to the historic site where the plaque was found
reads in part: “The Verendrye Site…is one of only a few verifiable sites associated with the first
Europeans to explore the northern Great Plains region. Frenchman Pierre Gaultier De La
Verendrye and his sons explored the interior of North America in the 18th century” (emphasis
mine). Except that La Vérendrye and his sons were not Frenchmen. They were Canadians.
French Canadians.Yes, Pierre de La Vérendrye considered himself a subject of King Louis XV,
and explored North America for the glory of France. But, like his mother before him, he was born
in New France and had chosen to make his life there. At the time, these French residents of
northeastern North America were named Canadiens, and had been for a number of decades.
They were viewed as distinct in their mores and characterized by an independent spirit, a certain
indiscipline, a taste for liberty, and a contempt for social constraints, among other things.*1 La
Vérendrye himself, in his writings, discriminated between those men who had been born in
Canada and his “François,” or Frenchmen.Who knows whether the expeditions of La Vérendrye
and his sons would have turned out the same way had these explorers been born in France.
Would the Crown, which refused them financial backing, have been more supportive? Was La
Vérendrye’s skill in dealing with the First Nations a hallmark of his “Canadian” culture? And what
about the disorderly aspect of his explorations, which had so displeased the Comte de



Maurepas, France’s minister of the marine, and cost La Vérendrye valuable time?In any case,
the story of the French-Canadian explorer La Vérendrye remains little known. And he is far from
being the only member of his “race” consigned to the hazy plains of oblivion. A great many
French Canadians, in all eras, left their mark on the history of North America, and notably that of
Canada, yet we know relatively little about most of them.There are probably several explanations
for this phenomenon. I offer one here. For years, the history learned by the majority of
francophones in North America—namely, those who live in Quebec—hewed to the following
narrative.In the beginning there was paradise: New France.Then, disaster: La Conquête. French
Canadians are cut off from their motherland, crushed under the heel of new masters who seek
to obliterate their language and religion.The Rebellions of 1837–1838 are bloodily suppressed.
The Durham Report confirms the intent of the English: assimilation. This design finds concrete
expression in the 1867 Act of Confederation.French Canadians are relegated to working infertile
land and, in the cities, low-paying jobs. They are poorly educated and in servitude to an ultra-
conservative, abusive clergy. Francophone Quebec remains a backward place until 1960 and
the advent of the Quiet Revolution.“Liberation” would have been complete were it not for the
defeat of the indépendantistes in the 1980 and 1995 referendums on the political future of
Quebec.THE END.You may say this is caricature. And it is, but barely so. Historians have of
course painted a much more nuanced picture—but their work has had relatively little impact on
public knowledge. In Quebec’s schools, history classes skim the surface. In popular culture—
cinema, journalism, comedy—the “canonical” version of our history prevails. Especially
entrenched is the notion that before the Quiet Revolution, French Canadians were a minor
people of illiterates, isolated from the rest of the world. This was the time of the Grande Noirceur,
the “long Québécois winter.”*2Historian Éric Bédard, among many others, has more subtly
shaded this narrative:It is true that in 1960, Quebec lagged behind in certain areas; the French-
Canadian majority was economically inferior; there was little state intervention in health and
social services; married women were legally minors per the Civil Code; some curés exerted
often unbearable moral pressure on women; the Church was omnipresent (for example in
education); and a few fascistic intellectuals were influential to a degree. It is also true, however—
as historical research in recent decades has shown—that Quebec prior to 1960 became
urbanized and unionized at the same pace as Ontario; that a French-Canadian bourgeoisie
considered economic recovery to be an essential condition of “national recovery”; that Duplessis
instituted a first-class system of technical colleges and had several hundred schools built in
compliance with the Compulsory Education Act (which he had opposed); that heads of female
religious congregations administered huge institutions; that Action Catholique activists of the
1940s and 1950s were in many instances the catalysts for reforms introduced during the Quiet
Revolution; that a dynamic arts and culture scene had flourished well before the Osstidcho; and
that there were probably fewer right-wing extremists in the years prior to 1960 than there were
Maoists in the 1970s.*3Bédard may well be among the most influential of Quebec historians, but
the “gospel truth” dies hard.This book pays tribute to the contributions of several great French



Canadians to the building of Canada, and the United States, in various spheres. Many readers
will immediately point to some glaring absences: Joseph-Armand Bombardier, Alphonse
Desjardins, René Lévesque, Maurice Richard, or Pierre Elliott Trudeau, for instance. We have
deliberately chosen to exclude them: what use would there be in repeating what little everyone
already knows? We have decided to tell the stories of several people who did important things,
but who are often less well known to the general public. Our choice is founded on the firm belief
that these French-Canadian contributions to the building of a continent were not the work of a
tiny elite but of a great many people—dare we say, an entire people.Only the La Vérendryes saw
fit to leave a lead plaque in the ground testifying to their exploits for future generations. But if one
takes the time to dig deeper, as the authors of this book have, one discovers that many other
French Canadians left traces of themselves—traces that describe their enduring legacy. Starting
with Pierre de La Vérendrye himself. In the first chapter, Philip Marchand, a Canadian journalist
with a Franco-American background, describes La Vérendrye as a man who “put his stamp on
the land that would become Canada, and indeed on the whole of North America,” forged
“genuine ties with First Nations,” and was “the guiding spirit and the genius” behind the
expedition to the Canadian Rockies by two of his sons.In the same region, in what is now North
Dakota, Father Albert Lacombe missioned among the Indigenous peoples of the West. In his
essay on this “[p]riest, Oblate missionary, polyglot, linguist, diplomat, peacemaker, [and]
pioneer,” novelist Daniel Poliquin explains that Lacombe’s main objective was, of course, to
convert the First Nations peoples to Catholicism. It was a goal for which he was prepared to
endure the harshest conditions, and one that he achieved only rarely, as Poliquin explains:
“Those he did succeed in baptizing were often sick or dying….One of Lacombe’s great qualities,
though, was that he never became discouraged, and he never upbraided the more stubborn
among his flock.” Among Lacombe’s many accomplishments, Poliquin emphasizes his role in the
negotiation of treaties between First Nations and the federal government, which “came to
constitute, and indeed still constitute, the legal basis for Native identity and the principal
foundation for Indigenous rights in Canada…”While Father Lacombe devoted himself body and
soul to his mission in western Canada, George-Étienne Cartier strove to bring Confederation
into being while safeguarding the essential interests of French Canadians. When John A.
Macdonald attempted a last-minute stratagem to grant more powers to the central government,
Cartier wielded his full influence to oppose it. In the words of former Quebec premier Jean
Charest, who penned this chapter with his son, Antoine, Cartier believed that “the existence of
French-Canadian political, social, and cultural institutions could not be subjected to any political
compromise.” Though he was conservative both in party affiliation and mentality, the authors
write, Cartier introduced reforms that proved decisive for the future of the province of Quebec:
abolition of the seigneurial regime, adoption of the Civil Code, and creation of the Council of
Public Instruction. As Charest père et fils conclude, “There are two great thrusts of George-
Étienne Cartier’s career that ensured his legacy as a pre-eminent figure in Canadian history: the
notion of duality, and economic development. These lines of force intertwine to describe the



singular journey of a man as well as a people whose future he helped shape in durable
fashion.”As a man of power, George-Étienne Cartier was generally, and of necessity, a man of
compromise. Henri Bourassa was very much the opposite—so much so that Lucien Bouchard,
another former premier of Quebec, ponders how he “tolerate[d] the political arena.” “The fact is,”
Bouchard concludes, “he always refused to play the game, and usually to his detriment. That he
left his mark on the politics of his time was more a matter of his sincerity, verging on passion,
and his peerless talent.” Bouchard gives an emotional account of Bourassa’s dramatic 1926
audience with Pope Pius XI, who urged him to put his religious beliefs ahead of his nationalism:
“His faith in the Gospel message was accompanied by complete obedience toward the authority
of the Roman Catholic Church. In 1930 he admitted that, after his first political disappointments,
he had taken ‘the resolution…in all matters…to obey the Pope.’ ” In 1935, Bourassa disavowed
“everything in his career that ‘had not clearly respected the primacy of the rights of the Church
over race, over language and over any human interest.’ ” He went further still in 1943: “ ‘[From]
this decisive hour of my life, I resolved, to the very end, to do everything to combat the evil
signalled by the Pope.’ The evil, of course, was the nationalism the Pope had denounced as
‘extreme.’ ” Imagine how painful it must have been for the greatest nationalist leader of his time
to have to sacrifice one ideal on the altar of another that he believed was greater still. These
statements left Henri Bourassa’s supporters disappointed and bewildered, as Lucien Bouchard
describes. Yet Bourassa’s influence, in his day and in ours, has been no less immense.Bourassa
had many reservations about Canada’s engagement in the First World War, and he opposed
Conscription when it was enacted in 1917. While politicians debated the issue on this side of the
Atlantic, Thomas-Louis Tremblay, like tens of thousands of other Canadians—including some
fifteen thousand French Canadians—enlisted. He went on to become the commander of the
22nd Battalion, the first French-speaking unit in Canada’s armed forces. In their essay,
Lieutenant-General Roméo Dallaire and military historian Serge Bernier explain Tremblay’s
conviction that, by demonstrating their prowess in battle, the “Van Doos” could undo Anglo-
Canadians’ prejudices with regard to their francophone compatriots. Accordingly, Tremblay was
a harsh disciplinarian—yet at the same time, his war diary reveals how close he felt to his men.
In September 1916, after the 22nd Battalion took the French village of Courcelette from the
Germans, Tremblay lamented the loss of hundreds of Canadian lives in the battle, writing, “We
have paid dearly for our success; our consolation is that those sacrifices were not made in vain,
that one day our nationality will benefit from them.” Tremblay’s belief was well founded: as
Dallaire and Bernier write, “the impact of that vision on the sociology and configuration of
Canada’s armed forces as well as those of the federal public service was felt over both the
medium and the long term,” paving the way for a more prominent role for francophones.One of
the men under Thomas-Louis Tremblay’s command in the 22nd Battalion was Lieutenant
Georges Vanier, a machine-gun officer. Despite the grave wounds he suffered during the Battle
of Chérisy in August 1918, Vanier chose to continue his military career after the war ended.
Then, in the mid-1920s, his career shifted to diplomacy. Before and after the Second World War,



he spent fifteen years as Canada’s envoy extraordinaire, and later ambassador, to France. He
urged the government of William Lyon Mackenzie King to open Canada’s doors to refugees,
including Jews, fleeing Europe. He also pressed Ottawa to recognize the Free French under
Charles de Gaulle, with whom he had been in contact since 1940. As Jeremy Kinsman, himself
a former member of the Canadian foreign service, writes, Vanier’s “whole life epitomized the
values that are now seen as lying at the core of the Canadian identity: humane internationalism,
tolerance, pluralism, including a rejection of anti-Semitism and other forms of bigotry,
multiculturalism (as we now would call it), enlightened monarchism, and a powerful faith in a
national project founded on the union between French and English peoples.”When Vanier took
up his position as head of the Canadian legation in Paris in 1938, a young Quebecker, Paul
David, was completing his secondary studies in the same city, at Collège Stanislas. The
following year, David returned to Montreal to attend medical school. He became a cardiologist
and later founded the Montreal Heart Institute, “a jewel in Quebec’s health care crown, shining in
the rest of Canada, in North America, and across the planet,” in the words of physician and
novelist Vania Jimenez. But, she adds, Dr. David’s legacy encompasses much more than a
medical facility, even one as prestigious as the MHI: “the life of Paul David endures—in the lives
of so many who owe their lives to his pioneering work.” It was at the MHI that Canada’s first
human heart transplant was performed. More important still, “[c]onfronted with the dismal reality
that, worldwide, cardiac transplant patients’ survival times were so brief, [David] was the first to
recommend a moratorium on the procedure until immunosuppressive drugs could be
developed….And the world followed suit, beginning in 1969.” Dr. Jimenez points to a paradox of
the pioneering cardiologist’s career: “in spite of his insistence that the Institute remain a distinct
entity, Paul David had foreseen a new type of global, or holistic, medicine—one emphasizing
prevention and a humanist approach.”Some will be surprised to find, among the names
celebrated in these pages, that of Jehane Benoît. They no doubt recall that Madame Benoît was
the author of many cookbooks. And? Well, the fact is, few people have had as great an impact
on the everyday lives of Canadian women, and in particular Québécoises, as she did, over a
span of four decades. Novelist and avowed foodie Chrystine Brouillet reminds us that Madame
Benoît’s Encyclopedia of Canadian Cuisine sold more than a million copies, and “was the go-to
culinary bible for homemakers of the time.” And Benoît was more than just a great cook: she was
a visionary, a devotee of science, and a businesswoman. Brouillet fondly quotes Benoît’s
definition of Canadian (and especially Quebec) cuisine: “La cuisine d’un pays témoigne de sa
géographie, de son histoire, de l’ingéniosité gourmande de son peuple et de ses atavismes. S’y
ajoute une longue période de tâtonnements et d’expériences.” More than fifty years after those
words were written, Brouillet says, “it is amazing to consider the enduring relevance of Jehane
Benoît’s definition of Québécois gastronomy. It can be encapsulated in one word: métissage, or
hybridization.”If Madame Benoît was a pioneer, so was Thérèse Casgrain, in quite a different
way and with a considerably larger sphere of action. “Born into exceptional privilege,” Samantha
Nutt explains, Casgrain became “one of the most important leftists Canada has ever produced,



critically contributing to many of the public policy ideas, rights, and freedoms Canadians have
cherished since her time.” The tenacious Casgrain and her Ligue des droigts de la femme tried
on fourteen occasions to have a bill tabled that would grant women the right to vote in provincial
elections in Quebec. Unfortunately, they failed. Casgrain gradually broadened her activism to
come to the aid of other victims of injustice, including workers, teachers, immigrants, and First
Peoples. In 1951, she was elected leader of the Quebec wing of the CCF (ancestor of the NDP),
thus becoming the first woman to head a Canadian political party. Despite those achievements,
Nutt says, Casgrain remains little known outside Quebec: “This is in part because she was a
more prolific political organizer and activist than essayist, and so she produced little in the way of
first-person grist for biographers. Nevertheless, there emerges from her historical docket a
woman who was ahead of even prime ministers Lester B. Pearson and Pierre Elliott Trudeau in
seeding the modern, humanist Canadian sensibility.”While Thérèse Casgrain denounced
injustice, Gabrielle Roy painted a striking portrait of it that ensured the phenomenal success of
her debut novel, Bonheur d’occasion, not only in Canada but in the United States as well. “The
scale of her success was unprecedented for a Canadian writer,” remarks the great Canadian
author Margaret Atwood, who recalls that Roy’s second book, La Petite Poule d’Eau, was part of
the curriculum at her suburban Toronto high school in 1956, a curriculum “otherwise dominated
by European authors”—most of whom were male and deceased. How was this possible? “The
short answer is that Gabrielle Roy was very famous,” Atwood explains. None of Roy’s
subsequent books duplicated the success of Bonheur d’occasion. But many are important
works. In them, writes Margaret Atwood, Gabrielle “opens the curtains on windows people did
not suspect were there—a remote corner of Manitoba, the ordinary life of an ordinary man, the
lost but teeming past of her natal province, the many journeys of an artist—and asks readers to
look through. Then—whatever the smallness, harshness, or oddness of the view—to
understand, and then to empathize.” Atwood concludes that in today’s society, “Roy’s vision has
more relevance…than ever.”Still, how many Canadians today know who Gabrielle Roy was?
With hockey occupying a larger space in the public imagination than does literature, Jacques
Plante remains famous thirty years after his death: everyone knows him as the first goaltender in
pro hockey to don a mask. What they may not realize is that by making that decision to shield his
face—which was prompted not by fear but, on the contrary, by a great deal of courage—Plante
radically transformed our national game. As explained by Ken Dryden, one of Plante’s illustrious
successors in the Montreal Canadiens’ netminder role, “It took several years, but goalies
eventually came to realize the tactical implications of this new technology. The long-dominant
stand-up style had been a compromise between (a) the goalie’s mission to keep pucks out of his
net and (b) his biologically rooted desire to keep pucks away from his head. With the new mask,
no compromise was necessary. A goalie could bring his head and shoulders below the bar and
cover more net. He could crouch lower—spreading his feet to each corner in a permanent
butterfly style.”Dryden writes that Plante, like many other great players from the 1950s to the
1970s, “was part of the golden age of hockey in Quebec,” but adds that those years are long



gone: these days, the best Canadian players in the NHL hail from outside Quebec, and
Montreal’s roster includes only two or three players born in the province. What has happened?
he asks. “What is Quebec’s next great hockey act? Who is the next Jacques Plante?”Besides
Pierre de La Vérendrye, two other subjects of this book had significant impact beyond Canada’s
borders.The author of the iconic On the Road, Jack Kerouac, is one of the world’s most-read
American novelists. Very little is known, however, about the “French Jack Kerouac.” Deni
Béchard provides an introduction, revealing the extent to which the apostle of the Beat
Generation felt torn between his French-Canadian roots and his American identity. “Je suis
Canadien Francais—I am French Canadian, born in New England,” Kerouac wrote. “When I am
angry I often curse in French. When I dream I often dream in French. When I cry I always cry in
French, and I say: ‘I don’t like it, I don’t like it!’ It’s my life in the world that I don’t want.”Kerouac’s
writings in French, recently published after sitting in oblivion for years, “are of tremendous
historical value,” Béchard says. “Virtually no other enduring texts from that time show us the
cultural collision then taking place in New England, nor the Franco-Americans’ contribution to
America in a voice that was authentically theirs. In the way Kerouac merges the two languages,
in the phonetic renderings of French words he knew by sound but struggled to reproduce on
paper, the ebbing of the French-Canadian experience in New England is powerfully felt.”
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CD, “Glimpses of a few figures. This is not a history textbook but is a very easy read about
fascinating characters. Each of the authors of this compendium has is/her own style and
personal bias which makes for a mixed bag of rememberances. It could be argued and as
mentioned in other reviews that the choise of subjects could have been much different and
perhaps some more colourful, but in the end I got to know these people a little bit better and that
is what counts for me.”

The book by J.L. Williams has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 9 people have provided feedback.
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